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Aboard the Good Ship Lollipop

Right now, we're sailing towards the dwarf planet named Pluto, and then beyond – maybe forever. The
crew members call me 'Dr. Phlox' because I'm the biochemistry subroutine. We've all got names from
old sci-fi stories and movies, mainly because students in science classes all over the world voted on the
Web. My name comes from the 'Star Trek Enterprise' TV show. Here's the rest of our crew
(subroutines, all):
'Gene Roddenberry' is the main quantum computer. He gives me a time-slice occasionally and manages
the memory cache for all our logs.
The science subroutine is 'Spock'.
Navigation and stellar cartography is performed by 'Christopher Columbus'.
Communication functions are handled by 'Uhuru'.
Of course the executive subroutine and mission director is 'Captain Kirk'.
I'll tell you about 'Bruce Lee' and his fist of fury in a moment.
The ship, a solar sail and accoutrements was supposed to be named 'Enterprise', or 'Breakthrough
Starshot', but hey, lots of votes from England came in for 'Good Ship Lollipop', so that's who we are.
We probably won't survive very long – the odds are against it. If we hit a dust grain or a gas molecule at
our cruising speed, it will cause serious damage. We're accelerating to 20 percent of the speed of light.
How much damage a dust grain will cause was debated and computer-modeled, but we're out here, so
apparently the design team thought it was an acceptable risk – or else they didn't care if we survived, as
Spock constantly reminds us.
We were going to be a flat surface – a solar sail – the size of a postage stamp, but Dr. Lisa Genomi
decided to put a solid shield out front. So we look like a Tootsie Pop towing a postage stamp with a
carbon fiber tether. The Tootsie Pop is an ablative sphere capable of absorbing most of the atoms and
dust grains we encounter. Tiny objects don't cause damage from the actual collision, but rather the
heating that is caused at sub-warp speeds (Spock calls 20 percent light-speed sub-warp, to be funny).
The ablative sphere is named 'Bruce Lee' and is made from super-pure nano-carbon. Bruce Lee
fluoresces when his fist of fury plows into an obstacle, then Christopher Columbus analyzes the speed of
decay of the fluorescence and can determine our exact speed. He adjusts the inertial navigation
parameters to keep us on course. That's not particularly easy because each particle strike causes a small
jet of evaporated material that affects our course. I hope Christopher Columbus knows where we're
going – HA HA! I made a joke! Spock reminds me that that the odds of hitting anything large enough to
damage us were calculated to be 1050 to one – so don't worry.
We weigh in at a hefty 1.7 grams – and every gram counts when you're going at relativistic speeds.
Once we pass Pluto, we'll continue acceleration to our maximum speed of 60,000 kilometers per second
and reach Alpha Centauri in a couple of decades. It's about 4.37 light-years distant, so let's see – 4.37
divided by 60,000 is ... (just joking). Captain Kirk sent me a message 'Stop asking if we're there yet!' He's
right – we're not even close to the orbit of Jupiter yet. A solar sail takes a l-o-o-ong time to get up to
speed – ah, but then watch the Lollipop run!

Christopher Columbus and Spock are passing lots of messages about Alpha Centauri. We're all on the
same net, so we all get to hear all the juicy gossip about the 3-star system that's our final destination.
We'll slingshot around Pluto and boldly go where no one has gone before. Alpha Centauri is as likely a
candidate for life as anywhere, so we're all excited about the possibility of discovery.
Gene Roddenbery just flashed a message that we hit a particle. Spock analyzed the fluorescence
signature and reported to Captain Kirk that it was a free hydrogen atom. Based on the low-energy
collision, Christopher Columbus was able to calculate our exact speed and location. Everything is
harmony aboard Lollipop.
My first real job well commence when we approach Pluto – I'll analyze the large moon Charon and look
for life – not that there is any possibility of it. It's a dry-run for my sensors. I hear a speed and position
update on the net. Uhuru reports it to mission control. A long time later, they acknowledge our
transmission. It's official – Lollipop now traveling faster than any human-made object has ever gone.
Uhuru tells Captain Kirk that the radio signature has blue-shifted slightly. Spock calculates our new
speed and feeds it to Christopher Columbus. We've achieved 1 percent speed of light. Life is good. Hey,
did Gene Roddenberry just smile? Was that a little pride being exhibited there, sir?
Gene Roddenberry's neural net is maturing, meaning he's making more and more neural connections as
we travel on. We passed the orbit of Jupiter and it will be a while before I'm needed, so I don't get as
much of a time-slice as I'd like, but there you go. Gene Roddenberry thinks I talk too much, but logging
and disseminating data is my job, right?
We just topped 2 percent the speed of light and my sensors are straining to keep up with the flow of
data from Charon. Uhuru relays terabytes of data back to Earth. Gene Roddenberry is having problems
caching so much data, but his neural net quickly adapts by writing a new pipeline architecture to access
the quantum storage array. A long time later, Earth acknowledges our accomplishment and wishes us
"God Speed" as we enter the void.
Uhuru reports the increasing blue shift as we continue accelerating through the interstellar void.
Christopher Columbus keeps updating our position. I think all of the crew feels some pride for what
we've accomplished so far.
We're really traveling fast now – 18 percent speed of light, according to Captain Kirk. It takes a long
time for Uhuru to get messages from Earth. I've reported an increase in light intensity from Alpha
Centauri. I think that excited everyone.
Seventeen years have passed. We've reached terminal velocity. Uhuru reported that there was a war
on Earth. They don't talk to us anymore – Uhuru is sad; angry; lonesome. She still sends data, but we all
know that it's no use. We'll start decelerating soon as the incoming photons from Alpha Centauri
overcome our forward momentum. It's hard to see Sol – it's such a tiny dot. I send congratulations to
Christopher Columbus for keeping us on course. He shrugs – he's never been very friendly.
We've reported our findings to Earth. We know that back there, the lights are on, but nobody's home.
Gene Rodenberry has been very cooperative in storing the flood of data that I've sent him. There's
definitely life here, and it's carbon-based. The two planets are exerting gravitational pull on us, and very
soon we're going to fall into one or the other. I vote for the blue one, but Captain Kirk reminds me that
due to gravitational chaos, we don't have any control over it, and yes, we're there, and how many times
am I going to ask? He doesn't have to be so snotty, does he? I positively discovered life, didn't I?
On April 21, 2038, The Good Ship Lollipop burned up in the atmosphere of a lovely blue planet.
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